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The purpose of this study is to introduce the three

posthumous narrative poems of C. S. Lewis. Chapter One is

an introduction to Lewis's life and scholarship. The second

chapter is concerned with "Launceloti" in which the central

theme of the story explores the effect of the Quest for the

Holy Grail on King Arthur's kingdom. Chapter Three studies

"The Nameless Isle," in which Celtic and Greek mythic ele-

ments strongly influence both characterization and plot.

The fourth chapter is an analysis of The Queen of Drum and

its triangular plot structure in which the motivating impetus

of the characters is the result of dreams. Chapter Five

recapitulates Lewis1s perspectives of life and reviews the

impact of his Christianity on the poems. The study also

shows how each poem illustrates a separate aspect of the

cosmic quest.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Nothing about a literature can be more essential
than the language it uses. A language has its own
personality; implies an outlook, reveals a mental
activity, and has a resonance, not quite the same
as those of any other. The Discarded Image

With reading knowledge of five or six languages and an

enthusiasm for dialectical debate learned under W. T. Kirk-

patrick ("The Great Knock" to his students), C. S. Lewis was

uncommonly suited for his studies in literature and uniquely

gifted for his contributions to allegory, the novel, poetry,

children's stories, and scholarship. His mother was a col-

lege graduate and began teaching him French and Latin before

he started to school. She died when he was nine, leaving

his inquiring mind to its own resources. He was fortunate

to be left in a home filled with books of all kinds--he and

his brother spent many days reading together and telling

each other stories. Because of a physical handicap, a single

joint in his thumbs, he was awkward at sports and even phys-

ically seemed suited only for literary pursuits.

C. S. Lewis was born on November 29, 1898, in Belfast,

Ireland. His father was a court solicitor, and his mother

was the daughter of a clergyman. Vestiges of the Puritan

atmosphere of his home stayed with Lewis throughout his life-

time, lending a sense of dogmatism to his Christian apologetics.

1
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Corbin Scott Carnell has given a very thorough and adequate

study of Lewis's spiritual journey from the perspective of

his search for joy.1  Lewis himself has given us the story

of his early life, both in the autobiographical Surrised by

La. and the allegorical The Pilgrim's Regress. Because

these books sufficiently explain Lewis's spiritual life, a

reproduction of them will not be attempted here. In addition

to his own books, Lewis's friends and those scholars who

corresponded and talked with him personally have written

several biographies and studies to which the reader who is

interested in the details of his life is referred.3

There are, however, a few major biographical points

that need to be mentioned for a broader understanding of

the works to be studied here. At a very early age, Lewis

became an atheist. In fact he had no particular thoughts

about God at all, except for a vigorous rejection of

Christianity. The death of his mother, the instruction on

Theosophy and Spiritualism by a matron at school, his vital

understanding of the classics, and finally the tutelage of

10rbin Scott Carnell, Bright Shadow of Reality, C. S.
Lewis and the Feelin Intellect (Grandapls, 1974)t

2C. S. Lewis, Surprised UJg (New York, 1956) and
The Pilgrim's Regresst An Allegorical Apology for
h~fitianij Reason andomantibism (Ldonton,133).

3Jocelyn Gibb, Light on C. S. Lewis (New York, 1965);
Clyde S. Kilby, The ChrxstlanWoFd"~oC.h S. Lewis
(Grand Rapids, 1'9'X) 1and WillTammLuTher~WhFti7TEe I
of Man in C. S. Lewis (Nashville, 1969).aW" O-" .O a n
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Kirkpatrick in dialectics contributed to his decision to re-

ject God's existence. Before his decision, however, he had

had no real contact with a Christianity vitalized by a per-

sonal relationship with the Creator; he had only had a

"church" experience, and, even after his conversion, he

could not abide anything "churchy." Both the experiences

of Puritanism and Anglo-Catholicism had earlier caused him

to fear for his very soul. In The Pilgrim's Regress Lewis

draws the conclusion that "a boy brought up from childhood

to fear God more than to love Him and to fear Hell more than

God, thereby learns at last to acknowledge duties which he

cannot perform and to remember death" (p. 11). It is no

wonder that Lewis looked everywhere except to the God of

Christianity for fulfillment of that longing for Joy that

drove him onward in his search. The year Lewis spent with

Kirkpatrick was especially invigorating for his mind, but,

even had he been left to himself, he would almost certainly

have enjoyed the disciplined regularity of intellectual pur-

suit. After leaving Kirkpatrick, he won a scholarship to

Oxford in 1917.

A Christian author who made a distinct impression on

Lewis during his year of study under Kirkpatrick was George

MacDonald. MacDonald's fiction was not required reading

for Lewis's formal study, but he had made a peculiar impact

not only on Lewis's mind, but on his heart as well. Lewis

found something in MacDonald's writings that satisfied him

more deeply than anything yet in his experience, even though
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at the time he did riot know what that something was. In

1917, he entered military service and fought in the front

lines in France; in 1918 he was wounded by a misdirected

English shell. While in the hospital, reading avidly, as

was his custom, Lewis discovered G. K. Chesterton, whose

humor and rationality charmed him, even though he disagreed

often with what Chesterton was saying. By reading authors

such as Henri Bergson, Rudolph Steiner, and Rudolph Otto

and by conversing with friends such as Owen Barfield and

Nevill Coghill, Lewis began to see the insufficiency of his

by-then "watered-down Hegelianism." He was incapable of

living what he did not even seriously believe. Through

thoughts, conversations, and difficult and unknown processes

of the heart and soul, Lewis uneventfully but assuredly

came to believe that Jesus Christ is the son of God. His

conversion, which took place somewhere between 1930-31, did

not make him particularly happy at first. He was a most re-

luctant convert, as he describes it, finally giving in to

the One whom he had most earnestly tried to avoid. He had

no idea that joy might be a part of his new-found relation-

ship with God; he "only knew the search had led him irre-

vocably to where he now was and Joy in itself now seemed less

important. But he was gradually--with far less of the self-

consciousness which had dominated his search--to discover its

connection with all that seemed most authentic in his

experience."4

4Carnell, Bright Shadow, p. 59.
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It was through his experience of conversion that Lewis

gained his understanding of God's grace. Lewis, embracing

the statement of biblical Christianity, "for all have sinned,

and come short of the glory of God; being justified freely by

his grace through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus,o 5

confirmed that grace in this context is something completely

given. It is an unmerited gift that only God can offer to

man. There is nothing men can do to deserve it, earn it, or

repay it. The essence of grace is forgiveness for sin that

separates a holy and just God from a fallen and twisted man-

kind. Lewis alludes to grace in many of his works; in The

Discarded Imase, he refers to the "order of Grace" as de-

scribed in I John 4f1O: "herein is love, not that we loved

God, but that he loved us, and sent his Son to be the pro-

pitiation for our sins."6 This concept is contrasted with

Aristotle's "natural order, which is perpetually exhibited

in the uncorrupted and translunary world."7 Lewis often

shows a contrast in his stories between the Grace of God and

the abstract grace of nature, as manifested by chance or

fortune.

Through all these experiences of growth and learning,

Lewis became a writer of some prestige. It is interesting

to note that the first two books he published were books of

5Romans 3123-24 .
6C. S. Lewis, The Discarded Image (Cambridge, 1971),

p. 114.

7Ibid., p. 114.
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poetry--spjrits in Bo (1919), a collection of poetry,

and Dymer (1926), a narrative poem. Ultimately, he was at

best a minor poet. His greatest disappointment came with

the honest realization that he was not destined to become a

great poet.s8 However, he did continue to write serious

poetry, as well as composing several rough drafts of prose

works in verse form.

Lewis did become, nevertheless, a well-known critic

and scholar, beginning in 1936 with the publication of The
Allegory of Loves A Study in Medieval Tradition. For this

work he received the Sir Israel Gollancz Memorial Prize in

1937.9 Other scholarly works include A Preface to Paradise

Lost (1942), The Discarded Image An Introduction to

Medieval and Rennaissance Literature (1962), and english

Literature in the Sixteenth Century, Excluding Drama (1954).

A colleague of Lewis's from Oxford, Nevill Coghill, has ap-

plied a statement which Bergen Evans made about Lewis's

Studies in Words to all of Lewis's critical books. "Rarely

has so much learning been displayed with so much grace and

charm."10 In the scholarly climate of our age, which demands

8Nevill Coghill, "The Approach to English," Li ht on
C. S. Lewis, edited by Jocelyn Gibb (New York, 196757p ~53.

9William Luther White, The Image of Man in C. S Lewis
(Nashville, 1969), p. 24. WhTe notes that LewiswasS CO-
rectly credited by some with having won the Hawthornden
Prize for The AlleGo of Love. Actually, he won the Gollancz
Prize, which is given blnnially for work in "Old English or
early English language and literature."

10lbid., p. 25,
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increasing specialization and which oftentimes produces

limited vision and shallow understanding, Lewis's scholar-

ship is both refreshing and illuminating.

Lewis was never intent upon finding "Christian elements"

in Medieval and Old English literature. He was more inter-

ested in discovering in Christian literature the effect of

pagan elements and philosophy. Lewis's comments on the sub-

ject are summarized by Carnell from an inaugural lecture

which Lewis gave at Cambridge in 19541

Lewis made the proposal that the largest shift in
human culture was not, as usually claimed, the shift
from Medieval to Renaissance but rather that which
occurred early in the Nineteenth century and intro-
duced the post-Christian era. . . . But the greatest
shift of all is the alteration of man's place in nature
by the domination of the machine--not the machine as
such but a new archetypal image it has created that
because old machines are inevitably superseded by new
and better ones a parallel is to be expected with
ideas and beliefs. Elsewhere Lewis calls this chrono-
logical snobbery, with its deadly assumption that be-
cause in machines the old is primitive and clumsy the
same must be true of everything.11

Lewis maintains that classical pagans such as Plato and

Aristotle were more religious than most modern materialistic

philosophers and therefore had much in common with the

Christians of early England.

From 1925 to 1955 Lewis was a fellow and professor in

English language and literature at Magdalene College, Oxford,

From 1955 until a few months before his death in 1963, he

held the chair of Medieval and Renaissance literature at

11Kilby, The Christian World of C. S. Lewis, p. 174.
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Cambridge. However, the titles of the volumes he wrote, the

chairs he held, and the prizes he won do not tell the full

story of the scope of Lewis's imagination, He was not merely

an expert in and a scholar of Old and Middle English studies--

which is no small achievement--he was what may be called a

synthesizer of ideas. Philosophy, languages, history,

politics, and theology were all close companions to his

thoughts. While at Oxford, he taught on occasion both phi-

losophy and political science as well as literature. His

classrooms were always packed with students and visitors,

"Lewis obviously belonged, not to that class of teachers who

declare their intention of 'vitalizing' Shakespeare or

Spenser or Homer, but to that class that understands how we

are to be vitalized by them. No wonder his lectures at Ox-

ford and Cambridge were crowded."12 Lewis was not a scholar

for scholarship's sake; he was an honest student in the

quest for truth.

Since his death on Novemeber 22, 1963, Lewis's works

have been studied by an increasingly larger number of critics

and scholars. The purpose of this study will be to provide

a thorough introduction to three narrative poems included in

Walter Hooper's edition of Lewis's Narrative Poems.13 At

the timecof Lewis's death, these three poems--"Launceloto"

"The Nameless Isle," and The gueen of Drums A inStory inFive

12Louis I. Bredvold, "The Achievement of C. S. Lewis,"
Intercollegiate Review, IV (Jan.-Mare, 1968), 117.

13C. S. Lewis, Narrative Poems, edited by Walter Hooper
(New York, 1972).
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Cantos--were found unpublished, one in typescript and the

other two in manuscript form. The poems, like most of those

which Lewis wrote, are strongly influenced by the classics,

Old English metrics, Celtic mythology, and medieval cos-

mology. Lewis had a passion for stories which he inherited

from his father. He spent as much time writing stories as

he did writing literary criticism. In an essay, "On

Stories," which he wrote for a Charles Williams memorial

volume, Lewis suggests that stories are mainly concerned

with "the imagined event and not with character or society."

In a story, mere excitement is not the main interest or in-

tention: "In real life, as in a story, something must hap-

pen. That is Just the trouble. We grasp at a state and

find only a succession of events in which that state is

never quite embodied. 14 The poems produce a sense of

longing in the reader, for they are full of the richness of

the romantic imagination and the spells of the Land of Faery.

Since DyMer is not one of Lewis's posthumously published

poems, it will not be included in this discussion and anal-

ysis of Lewis's narrative poems. However, because the nature

of Dymer may be of some interest, a brief impression of it is

included here. As mentioned earlier, Dymer was first pub-

lished in 1926, and it received some critical attention then.

In 1950, the poem was reprinted and Lewis explained the

meaning of the poem in the preface. "What I 'found,' what

14C. S. Lewis, "On Stories," Essays Presented to Charles
Williams (London, 1947), p. 105.
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simply 'came to me,' was the story of a man who, on some

mysterious bride, begets a monsters which monster, as soon as

it has killed its father, becomes a god. The story arrived,

complete, in my mind somewhere about my seventeenth year."-5

Lewis also acknowledges a debt of gratitude to Yeats, whom

he once visited and who informed the character of the ma-

gician in the poem. The poem is in rhyme royal and consists

of nine cantos of varying numbers of stanzas. The tone of

the poem is anti-totalitarian, vindictive, and romantic.

Lewis's other three narrative poems that will be

studied also have a mythic quality. For Lewis the great

myths of the Bible, as well as of pagan literature, refer

not to the nonhistorical but rather to the "nondescribable."

Lewis himself states that myth

is in some ways more akin to music than to poetry--or
at least to most poetry. It goes beyond expression of
things we have already felt. It arouses in us sensa-
tions we have never had before, never anticipated
having, as though we had broken out of our normal
mode of consciousness and "possessed joys not promised
to our birth." It gets under our skin, hits us at a
level deeper than our thoughts or even our passions,
troubles oldest certainties till all questions are
re-opened, and in general shocks uT more fully awake
than we are for most of our lives.'6

Lewis's concept of myth is not the generally accepted one.

The basic difference in the interpretation of myth ap-

pears to be that of perspective. While other scholars view

1 5 Lewis, Narrative Poems, p. 3.

16Carnell, Bright Shadow, p. 106. Lewis's comment is a
footnote on this same page of Carnell's book and is taken
from "Lewis's introduction to the anthology of MacDonald's
work, pp. 16-17."
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mankind as progressively developing--primitive ritual to

functional literary myth--Lewis interprets the progress of

man as a kind of digression, or degeneration from spiritual

reality to mere symbolic materialism. In another sense,

Lewis views man as moving from the perfect communion between

Creator and creature to man's corrupted attempts to create

gods in man's image, denying God's existence through human

predominance. Lewis also contends that the barbaric ele-

ments of myth, the "unliteralness" of it, are what best con-

vey myth, which describes a reality that is beyond the

power of language. "He believes that meaning and myth are

inextricably bound up so that one cannot simply impose a

myth on experience if he is going to be true to the reality

of the myth."'7 For Lewis, the imaginative appeal of myth

is that it imparts to the reader a meaning, a sense of

reality, that nothing else can because it captures in a

single moment both the experience and the contemplation of

a single event.

The purpose of this study is twofold. It will first

serve to introduce Lewis's posthumously published narrative

poems. Second, it will explore common motifs found in the

stories of the three poems. Each poem will be introduced

and discussed in a separate chapter. Chapter Two will intro-

duce "Launcelot." The Arthurian myth, especially that part

dealing with the Quest for the Holy Grail, will be discussed

17Carnell, Bright Shadow, p. 108.
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at some length as it relates to the meaning of the poem.

Chapter Three will be devoted to "The Nameless Isle" and

the elements of Greek mythology as they relate to the char-

acter-types, and the grail-quest motif as it relates to the

action will be discussed in some detail. Chapter Four will

be concerned with TheQuee n of Drum. The political and ro-

mantic elements of the poem will be analyzed; the argument

that the theme of Drumland is not merely Romanticism, as

Hooper suggests, will be presented. Each analysis and dis-

cussion will rely heavily on the nature of the story in each

poem. Because Lewis's poems are not well-known, a detailed

summary will precede the analysis in each discussion. The

treatment of each poem will include a discussion of the ele-

ments of theme, plot, characterization, style, and form,

The final chapter will be a further look at the quest

themes in the narrative poems. The characters are motivated

to the journey through a longing for something they lack--

peace, love, or joy. In Lewis's stories, there is that

glimpse of life as it might be, as we imagine and expect it

to be, and the quickness and passion with which that per-

ception infuses the dailiness of real life is evident in

these narrative poems. Lewis discovered a lasting enjoyment

in the numinous quality of Celtic and Greek mythology that

added to his pleasure and experience of life. It is that

quality of story that Lewis attempts to reproduce in these

narrative poems, where the cosmic journey is life's most

important and perilous undertaking.



CHAPTER II

"LAUNCELOT"

"Launcelot" was discovered in a notebook of C. S.

Lewis's lecture notes on Rennaissance literature. The

handwritten poem is obviously a fragment because of the

abrupt ending of the narrative. Walter Hooper has included

it, with some minor alteration, in his edition of Lewis's

Narrative Poems.1 The poem is most probably a piece of

Lewis's imaginative doodling, which fortunately escaped de-

struction by being placed in the scholarly notebook. Through

personal letters and diary notes, it is known that a long

narrative poem dealing with the Arthurian legend had been in

Lewis's plans for many years. In fact, a poem entitled

"Merlin" was written, revised, and finally burned. Most of

Lewis's creative expansion of the myth of Arthur and the

Grail appears in the last novel of his fantasy-trilogy en-

titled That Hideous Strenpth. Lewis was also stimulated by

his friend Charles Williams, who was engaged in a work

called The Figure of Arthur. Williams died before its com-

pletion, and Lewis edited the fragment in 1948, adding his

own commentary on Williams's Arthurian poems. One of the

poems is entitled The Son of Lancelot, and it may have pro-

vided some inspiration for Lewis's own "Launcelot."

C.,S. Lewis, Narrative Poems, edited by Walter Hooper
(New York, 1972), pp.95-103.

13
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Tennyson's influence on Lewis can be seen in the

following passage from The Idylls of the K1*nngs

"Thou, too, my Lancelot," ask'd the King, "My friend,
Our mightiest, hath this quest avail'd for thee?"

"0, yet methought I saw the Holy Grail,
All pall'd in crimson samite, and around
Great angels, awful shapes, and wings and eyes?
And but for all my madness and my sin,
And then my swooning, I had sworn I saw
That which I saw; but what I saw was veiled
And covered, and this quest was not for me."2

In the above dialogue between King Arthur and Lancelot,

there are two thoughts that are echoed in Lewis's poem.

The first is Arthur's assertion that Lancelot is his best

knight and friend. The second is Lancelot's statement that

"This quest was not for me." These ideas are not so much

stated in Lewis's "Launcelot" as they are assumed or im-

plied. It was well-known in Arthur's hall--to all except

Arthur--that Guinever, the Queen, and Lancelot, the King's

best friend, were having an adulterous relationship. Para-

doxically, such an affair was both condoned by the code of

courtly love and condemned by those of purer heart. The

tension at court and in Lancelot's mind led to his hypocrisy

before Arthur, who did not, and would not, suspect Lancelot

of anything base. Eventually, the tension of Lancelot's

guilt in betraying the king's trust and the anxiety in-

herent in pleasing the whims of a jealous Guinever, drove

him mad. At the time of the quest, Lancelot is reconciled

2Alfred, Lord Tennyson, The Idylls of the Kin , edited
by Elizabeth Nitchie (New Yorlk~ 1 92 6 ), p"p.i~FFv,2-205,
lines 760-61 and 843-49.
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to Guinever and restored to his place in Arthur's court.

Lewis's "Launcelot" focuses predominantly on the effect of

the quest on Arthur's kingdom, Guinever's thoughts, and

Lancelot's life.

Most probably, "Launcelot" is a natural outgrowth of

Lewis's many years of concentrated scholarship in the

period of English literature that includes the legends of

Arthur and the Holy Grail, Briefly, the development of

the grail legend has been as sporadic and as varied as the

Arthurian legend to which it is now integrally attached.

The quest for a grail first appeared in literature about

1175 AS.D 3 Its entrance into literature was as mysterious

as the quest itself, in what form and where the grail was

before its literary debut has been in question for several

centuries. The first poet to begin a narrative about the

grail quest was a Frenchman named Chr6tien de Troyes. He

informs us that he "took the story from a book given him by

Count Philip of Flanders, who died, crusading, in 1191, after

having been Regent of France in 1180-81.", Chretien left

the poem unfinished, and other writers could not resist

completing it. The whole body of some 60,000 lines is

called the Conte del Graal and was finished about 1240,

through the efforts of Gautier, Manessier, and Gerbert.

3Arthur C. L. Brown, The Origin of the Grail Leaend
(Cambridge, 1943), p. 3.

4Ibid., p. 119.



The main emphasis in the 9ont is the knightly virtue of

the quest itself. Another poem, Parzival, was written

about 1211 by a German poet, Wolfram von Eschenbach, who

seems to have drawn on the poem of a certain Guiot from

Southern France. The emphasis in Parzival is on the

spiritual quality of the quest. In addition to these

two, there exists a Welsh manuscript from the thirteenth

century and another English manuscript from the fifteenth

century, both of which show some similarity to Chr6tien's

poem. In all four of these manuscripts, the symbolic uses

of the talismans of sword, lance, and grail have no Christian

connotations at all.

It is not until the period 1170-1212, when Robert de

Borron wrote Joseph of Arimathea, that the grail becomes

the symbol for the cup used at the Last Supper and the one

which caught Christ's blood from the cross. Another ro-

mance, The Grand St. Graal, utilizes the grail symbols in

a specifically Christian framework. The poem, dated about

1204, includes three manuscripts of composite authorship.

One of these, the Luft~e del St. Graal, is the version best

known to Englishmen because of Malory's use of it in his

Morte Darthur about 1400.

Though there exist many inconsistencies in these various

legends, there is enough similarity to compile a well-de-

fined list of the symbolic elements that are recognized as

the Grail Legend. The list here will be confined to those

16
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elements that are important to Lewis's "Launcelot," The

images can easily be divided into two groups; the Grail

Castle and its inhabitants and the questing hero and his

tasks. In the first group, the Grail Castle, also referred

to as Carbonek and Castle Perilous, is the home of the

Fisher King. He is the descendant of Joseph of Arimathea,

the original grail-keeper. The rich Fisher King has a

wound that will be healed only when the best knight in the

world comes to the Grail Castle and asks certain questions.

The inquiries are related to the marvels of the castles the

wonderful sword, the bleeding lance, the mysterious grail.

The grail is especially important because it is brought into

the room attended by a beautiful maiden, and then it floats

magically among the guests seated at table, providing each

one with the food he likes best. In the earliest legends,

the home of the grail was an island or narrow isthmus of

land and as such was approachable only by winding and

treacherous roads. The Grail Castle and its inhabitants also

characteristically disappear whenever the knight who has been

allowed to find it fails to ask the proper questions.

The second group of elements in the legend centers

around the questing knight. It is his duty to find the

Grail Castle, behold its marvels, and then ask why and for

whom these things are taking place, If the proper questions

are asked, the Fisher King will be healed and the wasteland

that is his kingdom will become verdant and alive, As the
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heroes of the Arthurian romance changed, so did the success-

ful knights of the grail quest. In the earliest legends,

Gawain was the most gracious knight of the Round Table.

Eventually, Percival held the most honored place in the

heart of the kingdom until finally Lancelot outshone them

all in mighty deeds. Gawain succeeded in asking one question,

thus restoring half the Fisher King's kingdom, before bing

overcome by fatigue during the answer to the second question.

Percival failed altogether on his first encounter with the

Grail Castle and its marvels. His failure, however, was not

completely his fault since he had been instructed by an

older knight not to seem presumptuous to strangers by asking

questions, He was given a second chance and this time suc-

ceeded in completing the pattern of questions and answers

that completely liberated the Fisher King and his kingdom

from their curse. Lancelot, however, is never given the

opportunity to ask any questions and is only given a glimpse

of the castle and the grail. His character as a powerful,

sensitive, adulterous knight presented a paradox to his

creators when the grail quest became a part of his legend,

Lancelot had to fail in the quest because of his obvious

sin, which blocked his way in the holy search. His son,

never a popular hero of the Round Table, nevertheless became

one of the heroes of the Grail Legend. Galahad was almost

the embodiment of spirituality, a thin and shadowy character,

and he became Lancelot's proxy in his success. Galahad's
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inhuman purity solved the problem of Lancelot's failure.

According to the legend, Lancelot enters a religious order

at the end of the quest and dies a holy man.

"Launcelot" commences at Christmastime when the best

knights of King Arthur's kingdom ride forth in quest of the

Holy Grail. For a whole year, the citizens of Camelot

anxiously await the knights' return. As the next Christmas

arrives, hope dwindles in Camelot, the city of Legions, when

there are no returning knights. Arthur recognizes the ful-

fillment of King Pelles's prophecy. at the appearance of

the Holy Grail, the strength of the Round Table would fail.

The powerful protectors of the knighthood have left the

Round Table in quest of the Holy Grail, leaving Arthur's king-

dom vulnerable to heathen raids. At last, in the second year

of waiting, Gawain returns. He is a changed man, telling

them nothing to satisfy their thirst for news. He asks leave

to return to his Northern estates. Then the other knights

return by twos and threes. They keep to themselves and seem

to be unable to enjoy the company of their wives, children,

or ladies who were left behind. Instead of joy, there is

only increased sorrow at their homecoming. Mordred, Kai,

Calburn, and Agravaine, the knights who did not participate

in the quest, become the popular heroes of the Round Table.

Lancelot is still absent, and the story focuses on Guinever's

emotional turmoil. Her constant grieving for Lancelot has

numbed her senses to either joy or sorrow. She at last

hears that Lancelot has returned and has been in Camelot
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three days without her knowing it. She is stunned by the

news, but when she recovers herself, she sends for him. He

comes to her, full of tender pity for the haggard queen who

greets him. They can no longer meet as carefree lovers,

for Lancelot is also changed by the quest.

Seating Guinever by the fire, Lancelot gazes into the

flames and begins his story of the quest. He first rode

through winter to a land of springtime. Then leaving that

delightful countryside behind, he entered a barren waste-

country: the wells were forsaken, the cities dust, and the

rivers dry. He eventually met a hermit who explained to

him that both the land and its king, called the Fisher

King, were under a curse that could only be removed by the

Good Knight who would ask the right questions upon seeing

the marvels of the Grail Castle. Thereupon, the hermit

died, and Lancelot rode on, hoping he might be that Good

Knight. Soon he happened upon a lush, verdant land where

he met a maiden sitting on a shrine. She informed him that

the three best knights would one day be entombed there. She

suddenly disappeared, and her voice, mocking but innocent,

named them for Lancelot: Bors, Percival, Galahad.

Lancelot rode from that spot with a troubled heart. He

soon came by winding paths to a second lady, who called

herself Queen of Castle Mortal. She invited him to lodge

the night with her in her manor house. They spent a plea-

sant evening dining, after which the Queen led Lancelot on

a tour of the wonders of her house. She commenced with the
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chapel. Upon opening the door, Lancelot saw hundreds of

candles burning brightly and was almost overwhelmed by the

sweet aroma in the room. He also noticed three newly-cut

stone coffins, When he asked about them, the Queen informed

him that they were for the three best knights, but despite

her question, Lancelot refused to name them for her. So she

told him they were prepared for Sir Lamorake, Tristram, and

Lancelot du Lac, all of whom would be alive when they were

entombed. She would then guillotine them, intending to

keep their heads to worship and adore until she died.

Lancelot was horrified, and, with this scene, the story

abruptly ends.

The narrative flows in rhyming couplets of free verse.

The verse medium is well-suited to the changing tempo of the

poem, for it allows Lewis the fluidity his story demands,

first in its allusions to the long lapse of time filled with

tedious waiting from the beginning of the quest to the return

of the knights, and then in its abrupt lines intended to

convey the shock of the characters' understanding or emotions

to the reader's heart. The style of end-rhyming couplets

adds a ballad quality to the familiar story.

Lewis has arranged the poem in two parts, though the

last part appears to be a fragment. Lancelot's part in the

grail quest is told as a flashback in the second part. It

is in the first part that Lewis creates the mood that over-

shadows the whole poem. There is an increasing sense of
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foreboding in every line, With an allusion to the prophecy

of King Pelles, which foretold the fall of the Round Table

at the appearance of the grail, the situation is clarified.

The tension of the poem builds toward the scene where

Guinever faints, upon hearing of Lancelot's return, and that

tension never entirely diminishes. The whole scene becomes

tragic as Lancelot and Guinever meet again, and, treating

her like a sister or mother, Lancelot tells the tale in a

simple, straightforward manner. He is perhaps too honest,

omitting any good deeds he might have performed along the

way and relating in an almost ruthless manner the signs of

his weakness and failure.

Essentially, the story consists of the exit en masse

of the knights of Arthur's Round Table in quest of the Holy

Grail. In particular, it deals with Lancelot's return and

the story he tells to Guinever. Curiously, Lewis does not

bring Lancelot's name into the poem until line forty-five,

although Guinever is named in line fourteen. The number of

lines separating the first mention of Guinever from the

first mention of Lancelot artificially prefigures their

ultimate separation, which is dramatized later in the poem.

Lancelot's story contains most of the action of the

poem, In the midst of Lancelot's adventure in the second

part of the poem, Lewis has the hermit re-tell the story of

the legendary quest for the Holy Grail, and his tale includes

all the major elements of the legend discussed at the
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beginning of this chapter. After learning from the hermit

what is expected of the Good Knight on the quest, Lancelot

encounters two adventures. In the first he learns the truth

about himself. In the second he sees what he most desires

and hears what he longs to know--that he is one of the three

best knights in the world,

It is certain that the theme, which appears twice in

the first section of "Launcelot," can be stated: "The

Sangrail has betrayed us all," This is an expansion of

Lancelot's statement in Tennyson's poem, "This quest was

not for me," Lancelot's story in the second section of

"Launcelot," an elaboration of this theme, portrays the

quest's betrayal in the lives of one man and his lady. But

that is just a clarification of the quest's comprehensive

meaning for the whole of Arthur's kingdom, where the quest

for the Holy Grail is "Man's doom, and his Redeeming, and

the wreck of man,"4 Arthur had built Camelot on his high
aspirations and ideals of goodness. Unfortunately, Arthur

himself was too pure of heart to realize that the sin

lodging in his Queen's heart was to lead to the corruption

of the whole kingdom, Guinever loved too much, and because

Arthur loved deeply but unaffectionately, she abandoned

herself to Lancelot, who, although the best knight of the

Round Table, unintentionally became entrapped in the web of

C. S. Lewis, "Launcelot," Narrative Poems, p. 95, 1. 7.Subsequent references to this poem will beTr Narrative
Poems and cited by line only (1. 7).
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Guinever's lust. His position made him the Queen's shameful

lover and the King's hypocritical friend. Lancelot was con-

stantly aware of his guilt, and no more keenly than when he

sought to achieve the Holy Grail; yet he lacked the self-

discipline to do other than he did. Corruption first occurs

in Guinever's heart; then it infects Lancelot. Finally, the

entire court and kingdom are tainted by the adulterous

relationship of the lovers. "Man's doom" is spelled in sin,

and only Christ could redeem those unable to free themselves

from the lust of their own desires. But redemption could

only come through repentance, and without it, the knights

were only so many souls trying to storm the fortress of

holiness by force; they returned broken men.

Lancelot, however, did repent and was healed. In his

story he tells of the two maidens he encountered, and he

narrates the two adventures mentioned earlier. Such

meetings with maidens are a part of the grail myth. How-

ever, the maidens Lancelot saw were more than the mere

enchantresses and fays of the original myth. The first lady

Lancelot met was innocent and merry, surrounded by joy and

beauty. The path to her shrine had been "labyrinthine" and

full of light bordered by the extravagant greenness of a

healthy land. In contrast, the second woman was full of a

darker and more sensuous beauty that reminded Lancelot both

of Morgan le Fay and of Guinever. Her manor house was ap-

proached by a road "winding like a worm" to its location in
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the midst of swamps and their infestation of stinging, irk-

some insects. The two ladies are physical elaborations of

the whole thematic structure of "Launcelot." The first is a

heavenly vision and the second a worldly ones fame as

unearthly and ethereal as the grail, or as mortal and con-

suming as lust itself.

The first maiden appears as the embodiment of righteous

truth and the second as the temptress to vainglorious fame.

In the first meeting, Lancelot is asked who the three best

knights are, and, through pride and false modesty, he re-

fuses to name them, though he is certain that he is one of

them. As Lancelot gazes on the ground, the maiden disappears.

Then came on high a disembodied voice and gave
Solitude tongue. "A grave for Bors," it cried, "A grave
For Percivale, a grave for Galahad. but not
For the Knight recreant of the Lake, for Launceloti"
Then came clear laughter jingling in the air like bells
On horses' manes, thin merriment of that which dwells
In light and height, unaging and beyond the sense
Of guilt and grieving, merciless with innocence.

(11. 213-20)

The second lady is found riding a mule. There is mythic

significance in this animals in Celtic mythology the mule

draws the cart that leads to the city of the dead. The woman

calls herself Queen of Castle Mortal, and perhaps she dwells

in the midst of that city. The word "mortal" brings many

images to mind, but chiefly, "finiteness" and "death"--all

things reflecting humanity, including fame and greatness.

The Queen herself appears to have no scruples. she fulfills

Lancelot's fondest desires through contrivance and manipu-

lation. The imagery surrounding the Queen and her castle is
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intricate and meaningful. Castle Mortal is approached by a

twisting, uncomfortable pathway, which brings to mind the

way the Good Knight is led to the Grail Castle. So, at the

outset, there is an implication that Castle Mortal is synon-

ymous with the Grail Castle, and the other imagery confirms

this suspicion. The Queen drinks "many a cup of strong wine,

red as blood" (l. 256), an image which implies the grail

itself and Christ's blood. After dinner, the Queen offers

to show Lancelot the marvels of her manor house, and since

the Grail Castle is known to have many wonders, there is no

surprise at her offer. The story as we have it' describes

only one room, the chapel. Here, the Queen of Castle Mortal

repeats the question of the first maiden, who are the three

best knights? Lancelot again declines an answer, but this

time out of honest shame. In keeping with the regal and

dignified manner in which she has so far entertained him, the

Queen graciously includes his name in the list, intending to

flatter Lancelot. He asks her when these knights will die.

She answered, "They shall all be living when they lie
Within these beds; and then behold what will be done
To all, or even to two of them, or even to one,
Had I such grace." She lifts her hand and turns a pin
Set on the wall. A bright steel blade drops down within
The arches, on the coffin-necks, so razor-keen
That scarce a movement of the spicey dust was seen
Where the edge sank. "Ail God forbid that you should be
The murderer of good knights," said Launcelot. And she
Said, "But for endless love of them I mean to make
Their sweetness mine beyond recovery and to take
That joy away from Morgan and from Guinever
And Nimue and Isoud and Elaine, and here
Keep those bright heads and comb their hair and make them lie
Between my breasts and worship them until I die."

(11. 282-96)
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And so the poem ends. Since Lancelot is retelling this to

Guinever, it is evident that he did not succumb to the charm

of the Queen of Castle Mortal. The Queen's flattery could

have influenced Lancelot to believe her, except that he had

first encountered the righteous maiden whose words had left

him with a true picture of himself. Having faced the reality

of his failure, Lancelot was armed with the truth that en-

abled him to discern the vainglorious lies of the Queen--the

unearthly sweetness was the luring of hell rather than the

fresh breezes of heaven. His repentance, his agreement with

the truth of his unworthiness as it was shown to him, was

his salvation.

The theme in "Launcelot" overshadows the characteri-

zation. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that Lewis

has not changed the main characters from their stock roles

in the Arthurian legends. Guinever remains the selfish,

enchanting, adulterous queen. Arthur remains the king whose

hopes for continuity in his kingdom are shattered. Gawain

is mentioned only as a literary device--he is the first to

return of all the nameless knights that follow in the de-

feat. Even Lancelot remains as he has been presented in

literature except that he is also portrayed in the humility

of failure. He is used as a vehicle for telling the story

that is greater than his part in it. The emphasis is not

so much on the individual lives of Lancelot and Guinever,

tragic as they are, but on the consequences of their indi-

vidual choices, both in their own lives and in their whole
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society. Lewis has portrayed the quest for the Holy Grail

as the search of all men for the light of truth that will

show them who they are. The reaction to such self-revelation

leads either to repentance and redemption or to rebellion

and despair, not only for that one person, but for all which

that one life touches--friends, lovers, associates, kingdoms.

Lewis's language in "Launcelot" effectively reinforces

the narrative's thematic whole. The poem commences with very

definite allusions to a seasonal motif, a familiar poetic de-

vice. The beginning of the quest is set for Advent, the

festival of winter "when the year dies in preparation for

the birth of other seasons, not the same, on the same

earth. . ." (11. 1-2). And through juxtapositions similar

to "dies-birth," "flower-desolation," "Advent-hearts fail,"

"homecoming of heroes-dim disquiet of defeated men," and so

on, Lewis weaves his tragic tale of the knights' failure to

achieve the Holy Grail. Even words such as "hollow-hearted-

ness," "betrayed," "brown solemnities," "silence," "mourned,"

"drab pain," and many more scattered throughout the first

part of the poem, add to the sadness, The mood shifts from

one of sorrow to one of growing disappointment and, finally,

to one of horror in the second part, There is an instance

where Lewis's language is especially effective in the second

part--the deft accentuation of the lie with which the Queen

of Castle Mortal attempts to beguile Lancelot, The delusion

is effected through the perverted use of certain descriptive
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words. The Queen clothes Lancelot with a "long-sleeved

mantle, soft and wide" and surrounds him with the "deathly

sweetness" of spices, "fragrance such as dying men/Imagine

in immortal countries, blown about/Heaven's meadows from the

tree of life" (11. 160-62) and the softened brilliance of

candlelight. The scene is romantic and flattering to Lan-

celot as "the sweet smell curls/About their brains. Her

body is shaking like a girl's/Who loves too young she has

a wide and swimming eye" (11. 271-73). Through the subtle

irony suggested in these phrases and images, the Queen's

depravity is all the more strongly impressed upon the reader.

One more word Lewis uses in this scene is important. "grace."

As discussed in the introduction, Lewis's definition of grace

involves both something freely given at great cost to the

giver and something that only God can give--forgiveness,

which implies acceptance and humility on the part of the re-

ceiver. Lancelot first used the word in his response to the

hermit's message: "for himself such grace as may prevail/To

come to the King Fisherman and find the Grail" (11. 169-70).

Later, the Queen of Castle Mortal says, "had I such grace,"

and then proceeds to demonstrate how she would murder the

knights. Lancelot's use of the word seems to approach

Lewis's own definition--grace is the gift of God--and Lan-

celot's success in achieving the grail is in God's hands.

Since Lancelot knew he was not truly pure of heart, he may

have implied a meaning of just plain luck in his use of "grace."
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Still, his usage is in stark contrast to the Queen's. She

has used "grace" in a completely perverted sense. She not

only implies good fortune in her meaning, but luck that she

controls completely. "Had I such grace" could be rephrased,

"Had I the cunning to manipulate the opportunity and command

the situation when it presented itself." The lustful goal

she is hoping to achieve with "grace" gives the Queen's use

of the word its sinister air.

The above examples of Lewis's diction in "Launcelot"

are specific samples of his command of the language in the

narrative. He is not obscure in the telling of his story.

The combination of words in each -line conveys clear, crisp

images to the reader. The language does not hinder the story

in any way; its conciseness aids in the interesting develop-

ment of the plot without tiresome descriptive details. The

total impression of the language is a pleasing one because

it is subordinate to the more powerful story.

Despite its fragmentary form, "Launcelot" is an

effective dramatic narrative. Lewis is successful in in-

volving us in the lives of Lancelot and Guinever in the midst

of a vanishing kingdom. The story is a dramatization of the

quest as the real struggle in men's lives as they search for

truth and strive to consecrate themselves to the holy jour-

ney. Lancelot committed himself to the quest as he took

the vow with the other knights. Though he was at a disad-

vantage at the outset, he faced his weakness with courage
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and did not fail completely. The quest itself was important.

The Holy Grail is another symbol for that which is true and

holy. As the quester approaches the grail, he becomes in-

creasingly aware of his own shortcomings--the truth he seeks

shows him clearly and candidly who he really is. For Lan-

celot, the quest meant the self-revelation that brought

about the humility that effected his healing.



CHAPTER III

"THE NAMELESS ISLE"

"The Nameless Isle" is included in Walter Hooper's

edition of C. S. Lewis's Narrative Poems. The title to

this poem is not Lewis's own and has been supplied arbi-

trarily by Hooper. The poem was discovered among Lewis's

papers in hand-written form dated 1930, which indicates

that more work was intended on the poem. Hooper has in-

cluded Lewis's alternate readings for several lines in the

poem. Despite its formal incompletion, however, "The Name-

less Isle" does seem to be a complete and finished story.

Lewis was teaching courses at Oxford in Old English and

Beowulf during the composition of the poem, and his studies

probably led him to experiment with the Anglo-Saxon allit-

erative line. In both language and structure, "The Nameless

Isle" carefully imitates the Old English line, which is

divided into two halves separated by a cesura, or a visual

space which creates a pause both in the hearing and the

reading of the line.2 The stressed syllables of each half

1C. S. Lewis, Narrative Poems, edited by Walter Hooper
(New York, 1972), pp. 105-127.

2Beowulf, translated by John R. oClark Hall, (London,
1950)JTTgt published, 1911; revised 1940 and 1950.
Prefatory remarks by J. R. R. Tolkien, pp. ix-xliii, are very
good as an explanation of the Anglo-Saxon alliterative line,
both in terms of meter and meaning.

32
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line carry the sound alliterations, which are generally three

in a full line. Lewis has reproduced the basic meter and

formal alliterative pattern of the Anglo-Saxon line, in-

cluding the pause effect of the cesura, without the use of a

space between the two half lines. Various grammatical de-

vices effect the pause necessary to this verse form. The

comma, as employed in "Meddling of melodies, moulded in air,"

is representative of the most common devices used, including

also the period, semicolon, and colon. Other marks, such as

the exclamation point, in "Base, mid thy betters Or into

boggy peats," is one of the less-frequently used devices, as

well as the question mark, the dash, and any combination of

devices. Using grammatical devices to effect the cesura

without the space is not an innovation unique to Lewis, but

another imitation of earlier forms. The balance of the

alliterative line is precise in sound, meter, and meaning,

and it is in this finely-balanced line that "The Nameless

Isle" is narrated.

The story begins in spring, with a master mariner and

his eighteen men setting out to sea. Ten days from shore a

storm blows up, grows more violent, and eventually wrecks the

ship on the cliffs of an island. An enormous wave casts the

mariner upon the level, cliff-top land. In the calm of the

night, the storm-weary sailor is awakened by the song of a

woman soothing the night with her lullaby. The sailor is

inspired by the beauty of the lady and hastens to woo her.

She resists him with taunting words, but, at the same time,
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leads him deeper into the forest. There, as if in a trance,

he sees all the living creatures take their nourishment at

her breast as she stands in the glory of Rhea, the mother

goddess. The vision lasts only a moment, and then he and

the lady are alone again. She tells him of her daughter,

kidnapped by the wizard to the east, who would eagerly hear

of his "love business." The Queen, who claims to be the

island's proper ruler, had once taken pity on a shipwrecked

man and granted his request for an acre of land. Since that

time, he has ravished half the island and stolen her wonder-

ful flute, whose music made the grass greener and gave health

to the land. He now has her only daughter, who must be

rescued before she is beguiled into drinking a potion that

turns hearts and bodies to stone. Promised the reward of a

maiden's love, the mariner accepts the Queen's quest.

The next morning, the mariner would have thought the

quest-promise a part of a beautiful dream if it had not been

for the sword lying at his feet, the gift of the Queen to be

used for beheading the wizard. He starts out, singing, re-

membering the Queen's warning not to be duped by the ogre

into drinking his petrifying potion. The mariner strides

along, marching the miles away, joyful and fearless. About

noon, his sight is drawn to something gleaming in the grass--

a flute. He picks it up and tries to play it without suc-

cess. He almost tosses it aside, but then puts it in his

sack on second thought. Beginning his journey again, he

soon comes to a place where he can see an arrangement of
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white stones on a green hill that resembles the druid's ring

found at Stonehenge in England. In awe and wonder, he

wanders through the great throng of statues of noble,

princely men. Suddenly he comes to a living creature, all

alone, weeping among the stone men, The man, dwarflike in

appearance, looks like "a great gooseberry" which "could go

upon legs."3 In response to his questions, the mariner finds

out that the stone men had been the dwarf's shipmates on the

Well Away before the ship had foundered on the island and

the wizard had worked half the crew into stone before they

could escapes

Now they are stones, standing. He stopped their life,
Made them into marble, and of more beauty.
Fairer faces, and their form nobler.
Proud and princely. But the price was death.
They have bought beauty. That broke my heart.

(11. 335-39)
The dwarf continues weeping. The mariner tells the dwarf

that he, too,is an enemy of the sorcerer and is on the

Queen's errand to kill him. But the dwarf is not comforted.

He is equally afraid of the Queen--she changed the other half

of the crew that escaped the wizard into beasts with her

wand. He tells the mariners

Therefore I lurk alone in the land between
Twixt the devil and the deep. I am in dread of both,
Either the stone or the sty. (11. 359-61a)

The dwarf continues by saying that his greatest desire is to

3C. S. Lewis, "The Nameless Isle," Narrative Poems,
p. 115, 1. 312. Subsequent references to this poem will
be from Narrative Poems and cited by line only (1. 312).
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Britisher, drink out of the deep tankard again.

The mariner is troubled by the dwarf's story of the

Queen. With a heavy, doubting heart, he goads the dwarf

into leading him to the wizard and the end of his quest.

Near evening, the mariner finds himself next to a stone girl

standing in the midst of flowers. Her beauty is so great

that he would have kissed her had he not feared her disap-

proval, She was to have been the prize of his quest. At

once he sees the wizard:

Then I was ware in a while of one behind,
There stood in stole that stately fell
And swept, beneath, the sward, a man.
The beard upon his bos'm, burnt-gold in hue
Grew to his girdle. That was the gravest man,
Of amplest brow, and his eye steadiest,
And his mien mightiest, that I have met in earth.

(11. 401-07)

The mariner prepares to fight by gripping his sword and

throwing his sack, which is retrieved by the dwarf, to the

ground. The wizard begins talking to the mariner with

smooth and subtle words. The sorcerer slowly draws the

mariner's thoughts toward love and the marble maid, showing

him the wisdom of changing his nature to become like hers.

The ogre speaks calmly of the witch-hearted queen who had

stolen both his golden flute and his daughter as she ran into

hiding in the wilderness. Claiming to be the island's

rightful lord, the wizard has chosen for his daughter the

best gift he knows: freedom in the chalice of peace--pre-

serving her in stone until the end of time--from the toils

and torments inflicted upon her by her wild mother.
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He spoke those words. They sped so well,
What for the maiden's love and the man's wisdom,
Awed and eager, I asked him soon
For a draught of that drink. Drought parched my throat.

(11. 486-89)

Immediately, as the mariner puts his lips to the death-

filled cup, the dwarf cries out and taunts the ogre with

haughty words. The wizard angrily answers the dwarf,

cursing. Undaunted, the dwarf draws the flute from the

mariner's sack and begins to play. The silvery notes flow

from the magic flute, rippling in the air, so charming and

changing the enchanter that he wept "at the pure, plashing,

piping of the melody" (1. 514). The dwarf is also changed

by the melody. The hump melts off his back, the shaggy hair

leaves his skin, the bandy legs straighten, and wings sweep

his shoulders. He is a fair creature as he dances and leads

the island inhabitants out of their spell-bondage. The elf's

shipmates shake the marble off "as an egg trembles/Over the

breaking beak" and hail him king. Flowers fill the grey

garden; the barren land is healed. The marble maid is re-

leased, too, and her living beauty leaves the mariner speech-

less. The elf leads the maiden to the mariner and joins

them together in love with the piping of his melody. The

whole great company, drenched with moonlight and music,

moves toward the west. As they approach the forest, centaurs,

old shipmates of the elf that have kept the best of both

their enchanted and natural forms, come toward them in a

swift and thundering sweep. Riding upon the most princely

centaur "there came, so fair,/The lady of the land, lily-

37
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breasted,/Gentle and rejoicing. The magician's love/Made

her beauty burn as a bright ruby" (1i. 631-34). Abruptly,

the two nations meet, "Both as for battle; all the beauty of

his,/The strength of hers" (11. 641-42). Then the King and

Queen converse, creating a great love poem with their speech.

When their song is finished, the King turns his thoughts

toward the mariner, the maid, and the elf, who is longing

for Britain. Centaurs uproot mighty oaks to build a sturdy

boat as spiders weave fine sails. The proud stallions,

dancing, heave the ship into the sea, and all is ready for

leaving. The maiden, the mariner, and the elf board the

special craft and leave the fair island and its radiant in-

habitants. The three, with the elf at the helm, are sped

along by magic and the island's fragrant airs

As the land lessened, lot all that folk
Burned on the beaches as they were bright angels,
Light and lovely, and the long ridges
With their folds fleecy under the flame of moon
Swam in silver of swathing mist,
Elf-fair that isle. (11. 721-26a)

With the way made straight before them, the three pass through

the ocean, in the same way that long ago the children of

Israel passed through the Red Sea on their journey from

bondage to the promised land, as "the book tells us."

"The Nameless Isle" is a complex story incorporating

into its plot at least three subplots, all three containing

allusions which lend themselves to a variety of interpre-

tations. Even so, the story is tightly knit, drawing on the

richest imagery of Greek and English mythology and biblical
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motif. The subplots are functions of the action of the

characters--the master mariner, the queen, the wizard, the

dwarf. The object of the magic flute is used as a major

image of narrative continuity, linking the subplots in a

transcendent plot structure. As in a folk story, the char-

acters are type-cast rather than developed, and there is,

then, no characterization as such in this tale. The impor-

tance of the characters lies in their contributions to the

unfolding of the story.

The shipwrecked master mariner is the main character in

"The Nameless Isle" in that the entire story revolves around

his action. In minor ways he is an Odysseus-figure, but

more importantly he emerges as the questing knight. Briefly,

there are three elements in the story surrounding the mari-

ner that are reminiscent of Odysseus' story. First, he is a

sailor who becomes separated from all that is familiar and

dear to him by nature's uncontrollable forces. Second, he

is motivated to action by the hope (or promise) of a woman's

love. And finally, the lady of the forest resembles the en-

chantress Circe both in her beauty and in the power of her

magic to imprison men in animal bodies. Despite these com-

mon elements in their stories, the master mariner is still

not the great hero that Odysseus is, and it is obvious that

Lewis did not intend such an epic stature for his character,

even though he borrowed a few elements from Homer's tale for

his own story. Once the master mariner begins his adventure,

however, he becomes the true questing knight, bent upon one
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across

the island's wasteland, to the barren land of the sorcerer-

king. The cursed king, the death-filled cup, and the 
ter-

rible sword are three dominant images in Lewis's story 
which

link the mariner's quest to the grail legends.
4 The formula

for releasing the king and healing the land is not exactly

the same as that required of the Arthurian grail seekers.

Nevertheless, the quest follows the same sort of intricate

pattern. Unless the quest is undertaken, the sword carried,

the flute found, and the love sacrifice attempted, the dwarf

cannot intervene to lift the spell through the magic of the

flute's music. Even the sorcerer-king is in a sense a

fisher king, since he came as a fisherman and shipwrecked

sailor onto the island in the beginning. The island itself,

full of magic and enchantment, is like the earliest islands

that contained the grail, before the grail came to be housed

in its own castle.5 The master mariner, fulfilling the part

of the questing knight, then, finds the wizard only to

succumb to his enchantment. Yet it is through his failure

that all are saved. At the moment the master mariner sets

4For a more detailed discussion of the Grail Legend,
see Chapter II, "Launcelot."

5The very earliest legends of the san graal, which

existed before any specifically Christian siymbolism was at-

tached to the grail, placed the unobtainable object on a mys-

terious island. The island was never found in the same place

twice and was only found by those chosen few who passed cer-

tain tests. Later, as the legend developed, the grail came

to be housed in a castle, usually on an island, which was Just

as mysterious and unreachable by normal rational means as

the island formerly had been.
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his lips upon the death-filled cup, preferring love in death,

going himself to the depths for the sake of regaining a love

that was lost to life, the action of the poem reaches its

climax. At this point, the other characters take over the

action and the mariner becomes a bystander.

Even though the mariner is the dominant figure in most

of the action in "The Nameless Isle," he is, nevertheless,

an adventurer unconsciously involved in the island's history,

which, apparently, has been going on for a very long time.

The enchantment, or curse, of the island and its healing, or

restoration, is a stronger, darker, more ancient story than

that of the mariner. In the history of the island, the magic

golden flute plays an important part. It is claimed by both

the queen and the wizard, found by the mariner, and finally

possessed by the dwarf. It appears at the climax, in the

tense moment of the mariner's self-destruction, as the life-

giver, the healer. At the moment the story seems to be

headed toward a tragic end, both for the mariner and the

island, the mysterious flute initiates a complete and sur-

prising reversal in the events to bring the story to its

joyous conclusion. Besides this event, the flute adds an-

other thread of continuity to the story. The flute, both

worldly and magical, links two worlds--especially when the

mariner carries it in his sack during his journey across the

wasteland. During that journey of the mariner and the flute,

Lewis combines the two threads of his story--the love quest

of the mariner and the phantasmal history of the island--into

a consistent whole.
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The wholeness of the story is artificially imposed at

this point because the mariner is completely unconscious of

his part. It is only in the hands of the dwarf--who also

embodies both human and numinous qualities--that a real and

substantial unity is effected at the moment of climax. Un-

til the dwarf plays the magic flute, he seems out of place

in the story. He claims to be part of a crew of British

sailors, yet he has pointed ears and a most peculiar body.

At first sight, he is a snivelling, comical character. Yet

in the end his true beauty emerges from its prison through

the magic of the flute. He is as much a prisoner in his

bandy-legged round body as his shipmates are in their marble

statues or furred animal forms. Deep magic and dark

enchantment have imprisoned the island and changed its in-

habitants, and the dwarf understands both the power and po-

tential of that magic. He alone, of all the phantasmagorial

company, is the shrewdest and slyest, able to command the

power of the magic because he knows it. He can harness the

magic of the flute and wield its influence to break the evil

spell when the mariner cannot even play the flute because of

his ignorance of magical spells and incantations. The

dwarf-elf is master of his situation, biding his time,

knowing what he wants and how to get it. His magic is

stronger even than the sorcerer's because he can unbind the

wizard's spells when the wizard himself cannot. The dwarf

is obviously in touch with a more ancient and a wiser power

than either the magician or the queen. After the island is
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which is Latin for "he loved greatly," claiming that he em-

bodies that "which is of most virtue,/In heaven and here and

in hell under us." The dwarf is very definitely identified

with love, and, as the beautiful winged creature, he is Eros

himself. It is he who teaches the maiden the enchantment of

love and leads her to the mariner; and it is the dwarf who

joins the King and Queen in reconciliation.

The witch-hearted queen and the sorcerer-king are the

other two characters besides the mariner and the dwarf who

have active roles in the story. Their daughter is a passive

character who assumes different characteristics, depending

on the relationships of the other characters to her.

Primarily, she is both the motivation and reward for the

mariner's quest; she is more an object and an abstraction

than a character. In the queen's story, she is referred to

as a Persephone, the ravished daughter of Demeter. Later,

in the king's story, the queen is pictured more like jealous

Aphrodite than a Demeter, casting the daughter in the role

of Psyche, who is made to toil and labor without hope be-

cause of her beauty and Eros's love. Beyond these allusions,

however, there is no substance to the actual character, or

personality, of the daughter.

The beautiful queen, Aphrodite-like from the wizard's

story, is even more the mother-goddess she appears to be to

the master mariner. Like Rhea, the bountiful and fertile

Cretan goddess who supplanted the Greek goddess Gaea, the
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queen is the all-nourishing mother of the island. 
She is

terrible in her beauty, inciting both awe and love by the

passion of her witchery. The combination of her charac-

teristics--drawn from Rhea, Aphrodite, and Circe--creates

Lewis's queen, who is full of mystery, vengeful and jealous,

as well as the bearer of gentle joyfulness and merriment.

The king's character provides a dark contrast to the

queen's. He is an awful sage, almost chthonic, who ravishes

life where he finds it. In this role, he is Pluto, the god

of the underworld. Pluto had permission from his brother

Zeus to take Demeter's fair daughter, Persephone, for his

wife; though he did not have Demeter's permission, he took

her daughter by force. Likewise, the wizard kidnapped the

queen's daughter. Even the land surrounding the wizard's

dwelling is barren and fruitless, like the great wastelands

around Pluto's underworld palace. Another element in "The

Nameless Isle" which is similar to the Pluto story is that

anyone who drank of the wizard's cup was eternally imprisoned

in stone, just as anyone who ate or drank in Pluto's realm

could never leave the underworld. The queen's daughter was

bound to stay with the sorcerer because of the cup she ac-

cepted from him, just as Persephone was bound to dwell three

months out of the year with Pluto because of the pomegranate

she ate with him. Despite the strong similarity of the

wizard-king to Pluto, he is not bound under the curse of

darkness forever. He is like the cursed Fisher King in the

midst of a dying wasteland. The magic music of the dwarf's
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flute frees him, and in the beauty of his redemption, 
he is

the King who meets the Queen in the power of his beauty.

The element of healing in his story links the King strongly

to the character of the Fisher King of the grail legends.

The dwarf becomes the Good Knight, who, after seeing the

wizard seducing the mariner,

Cried out and crossed himself. "This is a crazy things

Dilly, dilly, as the duckwife said,
Come and let me kill you. Catch younger trouts, Sir,
Tickling, tickling, with no trouble at all."(li. 497-500)

In taunting the wizard at the right moment, the dwarf 
saves

the master mariner from an eternity in stone and lifts the

curse from the king. The wound of the Fisher King is healed

and the land is no longer a wasteland and barren.

The characters of the king and queen, thrown into oppo-

sition through the contradictions and inconsistencies of their

stories, together create several contrasting pairs of meanings.

The witch-hearted queen is the lady of the wild, untamed

forest teeming with beasts, fully mysterious; the sorcerer-

king brings order to his chaotic world through the creation

of stone men, beautiful in their lifeless perfection. The

queen is the life-giver and nourisher of her realm; the king

is the life-robber and death-bringer of his. Beyond the

physical disparities, there are precise contrasts on 
the

levels of the heart and soul. On this level, the queen is

rich in imagination, emotional, fertile; the ogre is wealthy

in words, logical, barren. These categories are admittedly

broad, even ambiguous, but they nonetheless serve to clarify
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the disparity between the two characters. Almost allegor-

ically, the king and queen represent two opposed philosophical

systems of social order and government. The underlying

values of the queen assume an ordered universe in which

freedom is possible because of the recognized order of

things. The king represents, on the other hand, a despotic

tyranny that desperately tries to impose order in the face 
of

a chaotic universe, a place where no universal system exists.

The basic world-views of the characters lead to opposite

courses of action in the government of the island.

This understanding of the philosophical polarization

that separates the characters of the king and queen offers

insight into the implications of their final reconciliation.

The queen, completely restored to herself, brings with her

the strength of romantic appeal, the power of hope and

dreams. The king leads his nation in the beauty of reason

and order, redeemed and healed through the recognition of

the presence of a universal order. The uniting of the two,

almost symbolic of the two tendencies of human nature, brings

health, wholeness, and harmony to the land and all its in-

habitants. Lewis has elaborated on this idea of wholeness

through the love-song of the King and Queen. The imagery

that is employed and the responsive technique in the poem-

song are direct allusions to the "Song of Songs" in the Old

Testament. Beyond its beauty as a poem about truly human

love, the "Song of Solomon" is accepted by theologians on a

spiritual level as an allegory portraying Christ's love for
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his bride, the Church. Since Lewis's own perspective at

this time was Christian, it seems likely that he had the

marriage feast of Christ and his bride in mind when he wrote

of the reconciliation of the King and Queen. The poem con-

tains sufficient internal evidence for such an interpretation.

In summary, "The Nameless Isle" is a poem that moves on

at least two levels of action and meaning. First, there is

the adventure story of the master mariner's shipwreck, sur-

vival, and love-quest. Second, there is the more numinous

story of the witch-hearted queen, the kidnapped daughter,

and the ogre-king. On this level the complementary stories

of the king and queen are related. Finally, touching both

levels, is the dwarf's story which involves the fate of the

crew of the Well Away, his own fearful twilight existence,

and his victorious possession of the magic flute. The

inconsistencies and contradictions of the various stories

are resolved in the reconciling of the King and Queen through

the ugly dwarf's catalytic intervention. From the point of

climax, the story draws gently to a close as all the elements

of tension are resolved and dissipated.

The story concludes in a scene of kaleidoscopic ele-

ments whose meaning depends on how the parts are placed

together. There are two pieces in particular which shed the

greatest light on the ending: the boat crossing the river,

Ocean, and the elf-creature at the boat's helm. The boat,

the first component of the scene, is similar to the one used

in Greek mythology to ferry the dead across the river Styx
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to the underworld, either to eternal torment or bliss, ac-

cording to the merits of the passenger's earthly life.

Traditionally, the old, gnarled Charon sits at the helm of

the boat. Instead, Lewis has placed at the helm the beau-

tiful winged creature, Multum Amavit, the second important

element in this scene. He is not completely out of place

steering a ship that may be bound for the land of the dead.

In Celtic mythology, the realm of Faery was situated under

ancient burial mounds (referred to as faery mounds both in

the literature and in the criticism), which places it either

near or within the land of the dead. Therefore, a Greek

ship, steered by an elfin prince, could conceivably arrive

in England. Combined with the last two lines of the poem,

which evoke a biblical image of the Israelites crossing the

Red Sea as they leave Egypt and bondage for the promised

land, there is a complete syncretism of Greek, Celtic, and

Christian elements in the poem. There is, then, a boat,

Greek in nature, guided by a winged creature, a Celtic faery,

gliding toward the promised land, the biblical spiritual

heaven.

Of course, this interpretation does raise the question

as to the state of the master mariner when he was thrown by

the wave onto the island. Did he actually survive the storm

and shipwreck, or was he in fact dead when he was cast

ashore? This is best answered in the light of one of Lewis's

children's stories, The Last Battle. In that story, the

children are mysteriously transported directly from an
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English trainwreck, in which they have been killed, to the

land of Narnia, where they are needed to participate in a

last battle before entering Heaven. Lewis resolved the time

lapse by making Narnia governed by a faster time than Eng-

land so that the children could go from one time realm to

the other before actually going to Heaven. In much the same

way, the Nameless Isle and the mariner's world, which in-

cludes Britain, are governed by unequal realms of times In

such a case, the mariner could have played his part in the

story of the enchanted island before continuing his journey

to Heaven. This perspective renders a cohesive story-line

to "The Nameless Isle." The master mariner, along with the

whole island, is freed from the bondage of evil--instead of

a last battle to end the world, there is total reconciliation

and redemption. A journey from the beauty and peace of the

island's perfection back to an imperfect, chaotic England

would be too inconsistent and anti-climactic. But a journey

from perfection to perfection is in harmony with the rest of

the poem. The mariner, the bride, and the winged elf depart,

then, on their journey to eternal bliss--the Elysian Fields,

Paradise--sped on their way by the magic of the bright and

heavenly folk of the Nameless Isle.



CHAPTER IV

THE QUEEN OF DRUM

The Queen of Drum: A itx in Five Cantos is the most

finished of Lewis's posthumously published narrative poems.

The poem was discovered in typescript form, but it is known

to have been read and commented on by John Masefield in an

exchange of correspondence with Lewis sometime before June,

1938. Through other correspondence, Hooper, the editor of

Narrative Poems, has traced the manuscript history of The

Q n beginning in 1918 with a poem entitled Hippolytus,

through 1933, when the poem emerged in its final form with

the title The Queen of Drum. Between the first and the final

form, the poem went through two changes, being called Wild

Hunt in 1920 and then the "Q of Drum" in 1927.1 Ac-

cording to Hooper, there appears to be very little similarity

between the early Hippolytus and The Queen of Drum. The

main character through the first known stages of the poem

was the King, named in those versions Hippolytus. It was

only in the late stages of composition that the Queen became

the main character.

The subject of dreams is emphasized in The Queen through

Lewis's language, which incorporates a diction evoking images

1C. S. Lewis, Narrative Poems, edited by Walter Hooper
(New York, 1972), pp.iEit-XT.

50
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associated with sleep. All the people of Drumland move slug-

gishly through the day toward their dreamy beds at night.

This widespread listlessness is the cause of great concern

in the Council of Drum, but at the opening of the story, no

solution has yet been found to revitalize their lives.

Canto I opens on the moment of the King's awakenings

(Quick! The last chance) The dawn will find us.
Look back! How luminous that place
--We have come from there. The doors behind us
Swing close and closer, the last trace
Vanishes. Quick) Let no awaking
Wash out this memory. Mark my face,
Know me again--join hands--it's breaking--
Remember--wait!--know me . .. )

Remember whom?
Who is there? Who answered? Empty, the cold gloom
Before the daybreak, when the moon has set.
It's over. It was a dream. They will forget.2

The King sluggishly prepares for the day and the inevi-

table council meeting that will continue the endless dis-

cussion of what is wrong with Drum. When he is finished

dressing, already one step nearer to the approaching night,

he begins the long walk to the council chamber, where servants

have left mops and buckets and the smell of soot because

they, too, were slow in rising that morning. As the King

passes the Queen's room, she appears in her doorway, dressed

but unrested, her cheeks colorless and her hair windblown.

With taunting accusations about her nightly journeys and a

disapproving stare, he leaves her alone, whispering as he goes,

2C. S. Lewis, The Queen of Drum, Narrative Poems, p. 131,
Canto I, lines 1-12.iSubsequent references to this poem will
be from Narrative Poems and be cited by canto and line (I, 1-12).
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"You Maenad, youP" Meanwhile, the councilmen of Drumland

have been arriving in the hastily-cleaned room of state.

Yawning and sleepy, the youngest arrive first, settling into

their routine preparations for state deliberations by

doodling and playing nonsensical games. The oldest arrive

last with practiced stately expressions fixed upon their dull

and weary faces. The King finally arrives, and the meeting

begins with its routine, humdrum business.

At length, however, the question turns inevitably to

what is wrong in Drum. On this heavy day, someone boldly

names the Queen. The Chancellor begins his accusations and

others join in, including the General, who bluntly states,

"Have a wife and rule a wife. . . . More you beat'm--better

they be" (I, 182 and 184). Then silence spreads slowly

across the room like a dread disease; the Queen enters the

room of state, "and across those champions all/Change passed,

as when the sunlight leaves the wall" (I, 196-97).

The Queen, majestic in the pride of her youth, spills a

torrent of hotly eloquent accusations upon the council mem-

bers. She challenges them to remember their nightly dreams

in the light of day, calling them cowards and conspirators

when they refuse, and then in desperation attempts to recreate

the powerful magic of dreamland in the council hall. But her

voice breaks and the spell is shattered as she suddenly be-

comes aware of the sea of unintelligible faces before her;

she weeps in frustration. The Archbishop, soft and cherub-

like, leads her away as the King makes her excuses with,

"'The Queen's not well to-day" (I, 313).
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The council members take wine in state at four. The

weary King and his Chancellor sit tete--tgte, sipping wine

and discussing the morning's outburst from the Queen. With

more wine, they both agree that she may be right in claiming

that men actually go to dreams which they then forget upon

awaking. Then with still more wine, both of them quite drunk,

they decide to go to the ancestral dungeonwherq. Jesseran,

the fortune-telling man, has been imprisoned twenty years for

his magic tricks, hoping that, dead or alive, he may shed

some light upon their present questions about sympathetic

magic, incantations, and dreams they cannot remember.

As the King and Chancellor wind down the dungeon stairs,

the Queen sits with the Archbishop in her airy tower which

overlooks the valley of Drum and the mountains five miles

distant. The Queen grows increasingly impatient at the

vagueness of the ecclesiastic's ambiguous, though doctrinally

traditional, statements about the unseen world. She pleads

for an answer that will end her searching and satisfy her

yet-unfulfilled needs. The Archbishop answers cagily with

warnings that her stormy passion will lead her to a place

other than that which she hopes to find, Rather than the

peaceful land of heaven, she may be driven by the fury of

her passion to harbor in the rocky coast of hell. The Queen

turns away from him. Then the "old, fat, sleek divine"

speaks gently, through much duress of soul, of his failure

to live his life according to his belief in the revealed word

of God through the life, death, and resurrection of Christ.
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Despite the Archbishop's entreaty to believe the truth of

what he says without the witness of his life to support it,

the Queen rejects his confession as well as his witness. At

this point, their debate is interrupted by the entrance of a

raw-boned boy who demands that they appear immediately before

the Leader. "And steel was at their backs. They had to

go" (111, 247).

During the descent of the many stairways to the castle

hall, the Queen smiles as the Archbishop thinks his hard,

soul-purifying thoughts. By the time they stand before the

Leader, both have made plans and decisions that will shape

the direction of their lives. They are conscious of the

overbearing presence of the General, who is saying,

"I am the leader, the even, the undoubted,
All-potent Fact, the firstborn of necessity,
I am Fate, and Force, and Fuhrer, Worship me!"

(IV, 18-30)

The Leader first confronts the Queen with the overthrow and

death of her husband, the King; he makes an inelegant proposal

in which he promises her a splendid, brilliant court in re-

turn for her kindness to him. Only one restriction will

rest upon her: she must confine herself to bed at night--

his bed. In practiced, tactful grace, the Queen makes her

reply, suggesting that she might retire to her rooms to await

more intimate conversation with the General at six. She

charms the General with her flattering words, and he commands

her to go, sending the raw-boned boy to guard her.

The General next makes clear to the Archbishop his real

plans for Drum. A state religion must be manufactured with
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a Drummian god who has a special mission for Drum so that all

their greedy wars will have the air of crusades. The Arch-

bishop, who has the confidence of the people, is extremely

important in his supporting role--manipulating the people's

will--to the new Leader. The Archbishop refuses to aid the

General and reaffirms his faith in the one true God. The

General is outraged at his sudden change of heart and orders

his men to "put him through it." The old Archbishop suffers

under the agonizing beating of lead pipes and sticks and

dies rather than betray his Lord.

The Queen, meanwhile, has escaped from the guard boy

to freedom in the hills, away from the spider-like castle in

the valley 6f Drum. She runs swiftly, brightening with the

chase, going by the way she knows so well from her nightly

wanderings to the safety of the hills. She runs through

the forest, crossing the stream, until the rocks of the

mountains are bare and she no longer thinks of the ending of

the chase, only of running. Her feet are swollen and bleeding

and her body aches. In the path ahead she sees a shining

thornbush. It changes form as she approaches it until it

finally becomes a magnificent horse carrying an elfin prince.

The shining king offers her cakes as he advises her to take

the road that leads straight ahead to the land of her desire,

where the wars between Heaven and Darkness do not reach; she

must not turn to the right nor to the left. So she goes,

dreading to look up, following the middle road, as the world

falls around her and her flesh melts away. Then there
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appears on her level a familiar face, the Archbishop. He is

in Heaven with Christ, and he pleads with her to reject the

seducing elf who is leading her to the unwintry country

where every tenth year they must pay "the tenth soul of their

tribe to Hell." She replies with the prayer that he leave

her forever to her torment and the coldness within her. Then

her fear increases until the scene changes, and her dread be-

comes a thing dimly remembered--"she has tasted elven bread."

And so, the story tells, she passed away
Out of the worlds but if she dreams to-day
In fairy land, or if she wakes in Hell,
(The chance being one in ten) it doesn't tell.

(V, 291-94)

The Queen of Drum is a dramatic narrative told in five

cantos. The plot structure is triangular, the Queen is

the protagonist, the General plays the role of antagonist,

and the Archbishop represents the antithesis of them both.

The Queen and the General are both dreamers and are deeply,

religiously committed to their dreams. The Archbishop,

representing the Church, is the least religious of the three,

exhibiting a lack of commitment at first either to dreams or

to religion. The dreams of the Queen and General are, how-

ever, formulated from two basically different philosophies.

The young Queen goes to her dreams at night in search of

something more beautiful and meaningful than she has yet

found in the visible, daylight world. The General has day-

dreams of power and authority, and he is successful in force-

fully imposing his illusions of grandeur on the people of

Drumland.
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Canto I, subdivided into seven sections, functions as

an introduction and exposition. In this canto, the audience

is introduced to the setting in the castle of Drum, the sur-

rounding countryside of Drumland, and all the major charac-

ters. In the seventh section of the introduction, the Queen

attempts to convict the council members of the same offences

she is charged with; but her defence ends in failure, and

the tension of the story increases.

Cantos II and III relate specific conversations, carried

on in separate rooms of the castle, about the morning's

council meeting and the Queen's outburst. Canto II unfolds

with the King and Chancellor engaged in intimate conversation

about the Queen and the subject of dreams; it ends with their

descent into the ancestral dungeon. Canto III opens with

the discussion between the Queen and Archbishop about the

reality of the unseen world met often in dreams. The tension

increases in this canto as both the Queen and the Archbishop

more clearly define their positions; they are already drawing

farther apart in their viewpoints.

In Canto IV, the Leader is revealed to be the General,

who has successfully effected a coup in the government of

Drum. As the Leader imposes the roles of his new social or-

der on the Archbishop and the Queen, the tension of the story

reaches its peak. From this point, these two characters

work out their destinies according to their personalities,

beliefs, and resolutions described in Canto III; the Arch-

bishop is martyred and the Queen escapes. Canto V deals
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solely with the Queen and the success of her determination

to realize the longing and desire she has found in dreams.

Her decision to pursue and enter elfland has actually been

made in Canto III and is here carried out to its logical

conclusion.

The Queen of Drum is related in a third-person narrative

style. In the tradition of ancient storytellers, Lewis

claims another source of authority for his story, and that

lends a sense of authenticity to an ending that would other-

wise be vague and unsettling. When the Queen slips away in-

to the Land of Faery, perhaps to be tormented and end in

hell, the author faces a serious dramatic and thematic prob-

lem: the story must end, and the Queen's destiny must re-

main uncertain. To trace her progress through Faery to hell

would be to introduce a new theme, a new setting, and new

characters. Therefore, Lewis resorts to the technique that

storytellers have used through the centuries. He points to

another source for his story and claims the excuse that the

end is simply unknown because "it doesn't tell."

The theme of this poem contrasts the fundamental philo-

sophical differences of the characters through their speeches.

The perspectives of reality represented in The Queen can be

divided into two groups. the philosophy which acknowledges

a physical, closed universe opposed to one which recognizes

a spiritual, open universe. The Queen and the Archbishop

believe in the spiritual world, though they differ in both

their objectives and interpretations of that world. The
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Council of Drum, led by the General, represents the philo-

sophical posture of the Materialists. The theme of the

story--the opposing views of reality--is strongly implied in

the course of the narrative and the characters reflect that

theme throughout, which does not agree with Hooper's opinion

that the theme of Drumland is Romanticism.3 Though it is

true that the romantic theme in the story is developed "on

its own merits" and not as a part of Christianity, the theme

is more complex than simply "Romanticism."

Another aspect of the theme is best understood by a

brief study of the word "drum." Lewis was a philologist who

enjoyed puns, and it is necessary to give some thought to

the etymology of "drum." Drumlin, or drum, comes from a

Celtic word which means "an elongated mound of glacial ma-

terial," and mounds, in Celtic mythology, are always asso-

ciated with faeryland. Lewis, of course, was familiar both

with Celtic mythology and language and certainly would have

known the word drum and used it intentionally in his poem.

The Queen of a land named Drum is, then, easily associated

with the Land of Faery. She begins to assume the posture of

a Faerie Queen trapped in the world of men, longing for her

true home. The yearning leads her on nightly journeys in

search for Faery in the hills where she already feels at

home, though not yet at peace. Lewis's imagery and diction

support this view. Elfland is referred to in the poem as

the "unwintering land," and, as the Queen enters that land,

3C. S. Lewis, Narrative Poems, p. xiv.
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her flesh, like snow in the warmth of spring, is "dying,

opening, melting, vanishing" in a process evoking "the

sagging torment of that dissolution."

"Drumland" seems also to be a play on the word "dream."

As mentioned in the summary at the beginning of this chap-

ter, everyone in Drum is sleepy and lethargic. The council

members blame the Queen for the dreamy lethargy which has

overcome them all. The King knows that his Queen is re-

sponsible and that she goes to her dreams "bodily." In

Canto V, when the seducing elf-prince is concluding his

invitation to the Queen to join him, he says that Faeryland

is "all you craved incarnate/Come like dream to Drum-land."

As she goes bodily to her dreams in Drumland, the Queen is

finding the shadowland of Faery, the place for which she

really longs. The Queen is completely alone in the story

in her longing for Faery.

The General also has dreams, but his are quite different

from those of the Queen. He longs for conquest and power

over men through the force and brutality of his own will,

and his dreams are strictly political. There is nothing at

all imaginative in them, and they destroy anything a more

sensitive individual would consider beautiful. But the

General's dreams are modern ones. There is a pointed irony

here in comparing the General's physical, materialistic dreams

with the Queen's spiritual, supernatural ones. The con-

frontation of the two types of dreams occurs when the General

(Leader) commands the Queen to appear before him. His



thoughts had been taking this forms

He did not share the popular dismay.
No; if she wanted dreams to walk by day,

He was her man--only remained to see
If his or hers would bear the greater sway. (IV, 39-42)

The irony is both in the General's assumption that his dreams

are exactly like the Queen's and that he has the power to

make them real. The Queen's dreams are fanciful and irra-

tional in the General's assessment; his practical, hard-core

reality would soon overwhelm the Queen and her vaporous

dreams. The fact remains that the Queen's dreams have

fundamentally more substance and worth. they are beyond her;

they are Other. The General's dreams are merely an ex-

tension of his own bloated, egotistical greed. When the

Queen escapes and looks back on the valley of Drum, she sees

the castle "spider-like" and the image implied is that of

the empty Leader spinning his web of deceit over the land,

destroying in the process any longing for hope or dreams of

beauty. The Queen's dreams, at least, stimulate a yearning

for joy and happiness.

Lewis's description of the Queen's plight almost

parallels Burke's description of Marie Antoinette's in his

Reflections on the Revolution in France.

surely never lighted on this orb, which she hardly
seemed to touch, a more delightful vision. . . .

I thought ten thousand swords must have leaped
from their scabbards to avenge even a look that
threatened her with insult. --But the agerof
chivalry is gone. That of sophisters, oeconomists
and calculators has succeeded. . . . It is gone,

that sensibility of principle, that chastity of

honor, which felt a stain like a wound, which
inspired courage whilst it mitigated ferocity, which
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ennobled whatever it touched, and under which vige

lost half its evil, by losing all its grossness.

Burke employs the rhetoric of high Romanticism in his de-

scription of Marie Antoinette. The theme, though, of the

subordination of chivalry to calculation and beauty to gross

efficiency, is echoed again in Lewis's . Whether Burke

exaggerated his description of the Queen of France 
is not

the important point here; his romantic viewpoint, the essence

of the lament, is significant. He suggests that the grief

of progress is not that the old passes away, but that 
the

longing for beauty dies in men's hearts as they 
turn their

dreams toward efficient and dehumanizing forms of government.

The political overtones of The iun of Drum cannot be

ignored. The use of the words "duce" and "fuhrer" establish

immediate connections with fascism and nazism, both of which

share the same politically autocratic base. Whether a duce

or a fuhrer, the ruler is a despot who has, by various means,

committed a usurpation of all the power and rights of a

people. Such a despot maintains power either by instilling

fear in the opposition or false dreams in the people. The

General in Lewis's Queen is a self-styled despot in the tra-

dition of both nazism and fascism. He is the epitome of the

philosophy of modern Materialism--vulgar, efficient, insen-

sitive. Lewis has placed the ambitious Materialism of the

General in contrast to both the Romanticism of the Queen and

Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France,

as quoted by H. Neal;FIrhTId, TheRomantcQiii5V(New
York, 1931), pp. 20-21.
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the Christianity of the Archbishop. The eighteenth-century

struggle between romanticism and materialism is continued 
in

Drumland through the political, philosophical, and moral

attitudes of the three main characters.

Because he considers Lewis as a Christian romantic,

R. J. Reilly has entitled the chapter on Lewis, "C. S. Lewis

and the Baptism of the Imagination."
5 Lewis's conversion

did not destroy his imagination and longing for joy, but

fulfilled and redeemed it. In this sense, Lewis's own ex-

perience may be perceived through the character of the Arch-

bishop, who is able to understand the Queen's longing for

joy because he has the same longing; he has, however, found

complete joy with his Creator. Because he perceives life as

it should be, and how it was originally meant to be, he is

capable of despair because he has not lived his life as if

there were any more to it than can be readily seen on the

shallow surface. The Queen, in contrast, is more sincere in

her attempts to live life as it ought to be rather than as it

is. She is harsh, but just, in rejecting the Archbishop's

beliefs because she has not seen them inspiring him to any

higher dreams or goals in life beyond natural materialism.

He has lived a life of comfort and ease when misery and suf-

fering have surrounded him. In the end, the Queen challenges

him both through her words and her life to be what he be-

lieves. If he knows there is more to life than the physical

5R. J. Reilly, Romantic Religion (Athens, 1971), p. 100.



world, he should live life accordingly--or die because of it.

The Archbishop is a character of depth and sensitivity in

the story because he changes from a soft, office-holding di-

vine to a dedicated, uncompromising Christian during the

course of the story. But he grows and matures in his faith

primarily because the Queen has shown him the futility of

living life merely as it appears to be, of assuming the po-

sition of a noncommittal bystander. The discussion between

the Archbishop and the Queen in Canto III is sensitive and

touches on themes of great spiritual depth. In contrast,

artistically and not necessarily morally, is the shallow

conversation between the King and Chancellor which only in-

timates themes of scientific, or psychological, curiosity.

Lewis himself having come to Christianity by way of Roman-

ticism, may be detected arguing with himself through the

characters of the Archbishop and Queen. However, he skill-

fully maintains the focus on the story by not drawing suc-

cinct philosophical conclusions--The Q is not a morality

play.

Lewis's first intention in composing The Queen of Drum

is to tell a story. Despite the political, romantic, and

spiritual overtones inherent in the theme, Lewis in no way

succumbs to the temptation to moralize, but maintains through-

out the story a high caliber of narrative quality. A story

about the kinds of dreams that motivate and take hold of

human hearts is indeed an ancient and significant theme.

Lewis's dream motif makes a universal appeal to the emotional



heart of men's hopes; he speaks of vision in the midst of an

increasingly sterile, mechanistic civilization. The theme

transcends, as well as includes, Romanticism, of which the

Land of Faery is an integral part. It reaffirms man's reli-

gious, or spiritual, motivation--the Queen and the General

are more deeply religious characters through their commit-

ments to their beliefs at the commencement of the story than

the Archbishop. The Queen of Drum also restates man's deep,

and often unfulfilled, need to long for something Other--

either the pure emotional pleasure of Faery or deep spiritual

fulfillment in a personal relationship with God--which may

be approached through, though never realized in, dreams.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Consistently, Lewis is a teacher. He had the uncommon

knack of synthesizing a quantity of knowledge and then

stating its substance in highly articulate terms. Like many

good teachers before him, Lewis used stories to inspire

imaginative thoughts in his audience. He is a master of

words, weaving spells through their structured manipulation

and distinct shades of meaning. In the medieval tradition,1

Lewis creates models that cause ideas to become tangible and

accessible to the mind. The three poems discussed in the

preceding chapters attest to Lewis's love of the numinous

quality of stories as well as to his flexibility in constructing

various interesting and structurally competent plots.

In the tradition of the ancient storytellers, "Launce-

lot," "The Nameless Isle," and The Queen of Drum are nar-

rated in the third person and the past tense, implying their

1C. S. Lewis, The Discarded gIma (Cambridge, 1971),
p. 222. "No Model Ta catalogue ultimate realities, and
none is a mere fantasy. Each is a serious attempt to get in
all the phenomena known at a given period and each succeeds
in getting in a great many." Lewis is here talking about
Models of the universe which strive to "save appearances" of
things as different ages perceive them. Elsewhere, he has
applied this thought to illustrations (especially dealing
with spiritual realities), stressing the point that the
best illustration is the one which saves appearance without
distorting reality.
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origin in another source. Of course, this is only a literary

device, and Lewis is the author of all three poems. However,

this style offers the poet the opportunity for subtle in-

trusions into the plot while focusing all the attention on

the story itself. There is a measure of authenticity in-

herent in a story which the author claims he discovered and

in which he found something to make it worth retelling.

It has been suggested that a poet reiterates the same

theme, or themes, throughout his poetry. In a general sense,

this is true of Lewis. In "Launcelot," "The Nameless Isle,"

and The Queen of Drum, he restates the quest motif in three

distinctly separate ways. In "Launcelot" the idea of searching

is the most prominent feature as the Quest for the Holy

Grail becomes the motivating force of the action. "The

Nameless Isle" hints at the idea of "seeking," for the sailor

is casually engaged in a mission which has basic similarities

to the grail quest. The theme of the journey in The Queen

of Drum is evident in the yearning of the Queen for a world

in which dreams take on form and become desirable in them-

selves.

The quest theme is universal, and its application to

specific individuals or situations is potentially as varied

as the imagination that creates the story. Whether the quest

is for an object such as the Holy Grail by a person as re-

nowned as Lancelot or a passionate yearning for an other-

worldly spirituality by an unnamed queen of an unknown land,

the idea of people searching for something outside the realm
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of their experience is foremost. It is interesting to note

that "Launcelot" is the only one of these poems in which the

main characters are known by name. The simple omission of

characters' names in the last two poems increases the mys-

terious interest of the stories and heightens the imagi-

native involvement of the reader. In addition to demanding

the participation of the reader in the creative process of

the story, the two poems in which the main characters are

unnamed exude a quality of the numinous or phantasmagorial

that "Launcelot" lacks. In compelling the reader to identify

personally with the action of the poem by naming the char-

acters to himself, Lewis is teaching through the activity of

the reader's involvement. Through imagery, attitude, and

action, Lewis conveys perspectives and values of life's

realities and the beauty of truth to the reader. In the

framework of his orthodox Christianity, Lewis proposes that

the journey of the personality, or soul, back to a vital

relationship with the Creator is the ultimate quest of which

all other quests are but allusions.

Of course, not all of Lewis's characters are seeking

for God and truth, and it is through these characters that

Lewis most clearly portrays the ruthless consequence of

choice. The act of choosing implies the acceptance of some

things and the necessary rejection of other things. It is

through these acceptances or denials that a life is built

and a direction taken. The most important choices are often

the most casually and nonchalantly subtle. The Queen of
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Drum is the best example of this aspect of choice in the

cosmic journey, probably because it was composed during the

years spanning Lewis's conversion.

The possible responses to the choices with which Lewis

confronts his characters are not morally prescribed. The

Queen of Drumland follows the path of her desire; the Arch-

bishop chooses to renew a commitment to his Creator after

many years of neglect. Lewis assiduously maintains an ob-

jective stance toward his characters and their choices. He

does not reproach the Queen because she refuses all hope of

salvation. In fact, John Masefield writes the following in

a letter of comments about The Queen to Lewis. "Whenever

your Queen appears, there is imagination, beauty and ten-

sion."2 Whether his characters are motivated toward sal-

vation or not, Lewis allows them to act out their stories

to the end. Even in the conclusion of the poem, Lewis re-

frains from passing judgment on his lovely Queen.

The quest theme in Lewis involves the reader on various

emotional and intellectual levels. These three poems that

have been discussed fit into a loose pattern in the quest

structure, even tholAgh they are not integrally related to one

another. Each poem deals with a specific facet of the

ethical-emotional maze of the cosmic journey which is the

impetus of the human soul. "Launcelot" involves the reader

in the tragedy of failure. However, Lewis is careful to

2C. S. Lewis, Narrative Poems, edited by Walter Hooper
(New York, 1972), Note 3, p. 177.
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illustrate that, even in failure, Lancelot has the potential

for growth and enlargement of soul that suggests hope for a

final success. The battle is bitterly lost for Lancelot,

but the war could still be won for himself and all the other

high idealists of Arthur's kingdom. "The Nameless Isle"

emphasizes the sailor's simple honesty and faithful commit-

ment to the promise made to the lady. The mariner has a

trusting, almost gullible, nature because he expects the same

straightforward attitude in those around him as he has himself

toward them. In the end, he realizes the beauty of his

obedience to conscience. His single-minded loyalty has

allowed him to maintain both his integrity as an individual

and a flexibility in his decision-making that have kept his

mind on his real goal--the beloved. As mentioned earlier,

The Queen of Drum deals with the terrifying freedom of choice

that the quest incorporates--God does not force His love on

anyone--and the consequences that all choices inevitably

bring to bear on individual lives as well as on the broader

world-community.

In summary, three important parts of the quest-journey

can be recognized in Lewis's poems: the courage to fulfill

commitments, the necessity of decision-making, and the

potential for glorious success or tragic failure. Whether

the form of the quest is the holy journey, the spiritual

search, the conscientious undertaking, or merely a sense of

yearning for joy, the outcome depends entirely on the moti-

vating values of the quester. Over and over, Lewis is
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saying that things are not what they seem, that there is more

to life than the merely visible. The search is not just a

mental journey and can only be undertaken with the total

involvement of the heart.
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